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[Hand written number] 021-6623814 [zero, two, one - six, six, two, three, eight, one, four] 
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Length: 1,500 [fifteen hundred] meters 
Width: 1,090 [one thousand ninety] meters 

• Dimensions of one house: 
Overall area: 25 [twenty five] meter x 20 [twenty] meters  

       Covered area: 14 [fourteen] x 6 [six] meters 
 
• Dimension of other facilities: 

 
1. Main Mosque: 

      Internal covered area:      40 [forty] x 30 [thirty] meters 
                             External covered area:   40 [forty] x 10 [ten] meters 

2. Neighborhood Mosque:  
                             Overall area:   37 [thirty seven] x 30 [thirty] meters 
                Internal covered area: 15 [fifteen] x 10 [ten] meters 
                             External covered area:        15 [fifteen] x 5 [five] meters 
 

3. Hospital: 
Overall area: Overall area:  50 [fifty] x 40 [forty] meters 
                                            60 [sixty] x 45 [forty five] meters [The original document lists "overall   
                 area" twice] 

4.           School: 
                             Overall area for one [1] School:  80 [eighty] x 115 [one hundred and fifteen] meters 
 
Main Facilities: 
1. Main Mosque:    For one thousand [1000] families 
2. Neighborhood Mosques:  Total of 12 [twelve] Mosques (one mosque for every 85 five families) 
3. Hospital:   Capacity of 220 beds divided as follow: 
     A. Men’s Section: 60 beds 
     B. Women’s Section: 100 beds 
     C. Children’s Section: 100 beds 
4. Schools:   There are four [4] schools, two [2] for boys, and two [2] for girls 
5. Immigrant houses: 
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 The camp is designed to contain 250 houses now, and 1000 houses in the future 
to accommodate new immigrants.  It is divided into 20 neighborhoods, each 
with 50 houses.  Each neighborhood with its own inutilities (water reservoir, 
electricity, etc.) 
Each house will have two [2] rooms, kitchen, and one [1] bathroom, as well as a 
high fenced yard 

6. Sports Facilities:  Various sports facilities 
 
Estimated cost: 
 
The estimated cost for the cam is as follow: 
I. One [1] house: 2000 [two thousand] dollars.            Total: 
            For one thousand [1000] houses  2000 x 1000 (houses) = 2,000,000 [two million] dollars 
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2. General Mosque:                                            50,000 [fifty thousand] dollars 
3. Neighborhood Mosque:   15,000 [fifteen thousand] dollars (each mosque) 
4. Boys School:    10,000 [ten thousand] dollars (each school) 
5. Girls Schools:     10,000 [ten thousand] (each school) 
6.      Command:     3,400 [thirty four hundred] dollars 
7. Storage for Immigrants:    7, 800 [seventy eight hundred] dollars 
8.      Hospital:     30,000 [thirty thousand] dollars 
9. General Administration for the Movement:  40,000 [forty thousand] dollars 
10.    Market:     8,000 [eight thousand] dollars 
11.    Three [3] artesian wells with reservoirs:              36,000 [thirty thousand] dollars  
12.    Large electric power generator, with poles, 

transformers, and wiring: 70,000 [seventy thousand] dollars 
13.    Sports Facilities: 5,000 [five thousand] dollars 
 
Estimated grand total (2,469,200) dollars, one million four hundred sixty nine thousand and two hundred dollars 
 
Mohammad Taher Al-Farouq 
Prince of The Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan 
[Illegible signature] [Date: illegible day, 4, 1422]  
[Stamp: The Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan] 
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In the Name God Most Merciful Most Gracious 
The Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan 

[Logo: The Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan] 

 
Number 01 

Office: Command  

Date: 29-4-22 [Islamic date in day-month-year format, the year is 1422. The date is 21 July 
2001] 

In the Name God Most Merciful Most Gracious 
 
Initial study of "Bukhari" Camp for beyond the River Immigrant 
 
" My subjects who believe, my land is spacious so worship me" (56) (Book of the Spider, verse 
56) [From the Qura'an] 
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"Who believed and migrated and struggled in the cause of God, and those who sheltered and 
supported them, those are the believers, they truly have forgiveness and generous reward" (74) 
(book on Anfal, verse 74) [From the Qura'an] 
 
In keeping with the divine orders and the master's direction, some of the Muslim people in Uzbekistan 
have chosen for themselves the way of migration to a land seeking safety for themselves, their 
religion, and their honor, after the persecution of the Kremov Regime against anyone who tries to 
return to his Muslim identity and abiding with proud the Islamic law. 
 
In the beginning, our victorious brothers in the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan provided them with shelter 
(housing). As the numbers of the immigrants increased, the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan was forced to rent 
houses to shelter them. This became unfeasible as the number of immigrants has surpassed two hundred [200] 
families, so the leadership has been forced to find alternative solutions to the immigrants from beyond the river. The 
leadership has also received word that tens (10's) of families are on their way immigrating to Afghanistan. So after 
consultation, the leadership is considering the idea of building "Bukhari" camp as a refuge for all persecuted 
Muslims by the backslid governments beyond the river. 
 
Note: If the Uzbekistani Muslims can find a safe way to immigrate, they would immigrate by the thousands 
[1000's], because of the tyrant government's pressure and the alienation of religion under witch they live. But the 
rout is very difficult, and in addition, the government is closely monitoring those who are religious, The faithless 
government will confiscate the possessions of whoever it suspect of intending on immigrating to Afghanistan. 
 
 
 
Size of the Camp: 
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